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Are you responding as an individual or on behalf of an organisation?  

Individual  

 

Which of the following best describes you?  

Member of the public  

 

Please choose one of the following. If you choose the first option please enter your name in the box below 
as you wish it to be published.  

I would like my response to be anonymous (the response may be published, but no name) 

Name: 

 

 

Please select the category which best describes your organisation  

No Response  

 

Please choose one of the following. If you choose the first option, please enter in the box below the name 
of your organisation as you wish it to be published.  

No Response  

 

Please provide a way in which we can contact you if there are queries regarding your response. Email is 
preferred but you can also provide a postal address or phone number. We will not publish these details.  
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Q1. Which of the following best expresses your view of the proposal to repeal sections 1 to 5 of the 2012 
Act? Please explain the reasons for your response.  

Fully supportive 



Q1. Which of the following best expresses your view of the proposal to repeal sections 1 to 5 of the 2012 
Act? Please explain the reasons for your response.  

Comments: 

The discriminatory 2012 Act runs counter to the human rights of those subject to it and is aimed 
exclusively at a particular section of society. It is anti-working class, criminalises the expression of 
legitimate political views, disproportionately affects young people and appears targeted in particular at 
those with an Irish Republican identity. The use of it has been expanded to outlaw football fans who any 
given police officer sees as 'undesirable'. It seems to be driven by a desire by The Scottish Government 
and Police Scotland to create a police state. The vagueness and subjectivity of what is deemed 'offensive' 
cannot form the basis for a criminal offence in a civilised society. That the determination of what that is can 
rely on a single police officer witness flies in the face of any notion of Scotland as a liberal, progressive 
country. Laws were already in place to deem racist and religiously intolerant offences a crime. Some of the 
quotes attributed to The Scottish Government, Police Scotland and their legal representatives in relation to 
what could be deemed a crime are offensive in themselves (eg that someone blessing themselves, or 
singing the national anthem of Ireland- one of Scotland's friendly neighbours- could be committing an 
offence)! The Government / Police statistics and implementation of the act only adds to the shameless 
nature of how this whole episode has been handled against all democratic sensibilities. Not only should 
the Act be repealed IN FULL, but all those convicted under it should have their conviction quashed and be 
eligible for compensation for any loss incurred. All the independent expert legal opinion has mocked the 
inadequacies of the legislation- the Scottish Government should do the right thing and repeal the Act 
without allowing it to become a political football (bearing in mind most of those most vocal in opposition to 
it support the supposed goal of the SNP of an independent Scotland). 

 

Q2. In your view, what would be the advantages and disadvantages of repeal to: (a) the police and justice 
system, (b) football clubs and (c) football supporters?  

(a) Advantages- stop embarrassing and expensive defeats in court; simplify the law back to the state it 
was in before, which was adequate to deal with the behaviours it is alleged to be aimed at; reduce costs 
of over-policing football, where fan scrutiny is completely disproportionate; improve police relations with 
football fans, working class communities and society in general;  
Disadvantages- the police may worry about funding cuts- they seem to use the legislation to squeeze 
money out of the government. However, this is a false economy (ie policing a problem that doesn't exist 
to any great extent- sometimes sending police abroad and continually paying vast somes of overtime). 
 
(b) Advantages- improve club / fan relations (clubs are seen to facilitate / back the police and the law); 
improve club/police relations; reduce costs of policing; improve atmosphere; 
Disadvantages- none 
 
(c) Advantages- improved relations with police and clubs; better atmosphere; the potential crime of being 
a football fan would be removed; put football fans on an equal footing with the rest of society;  
Disadvantages- none  

 

 

Q3. Leaving aside the issue of whether sections 1 to 5 of the 2012 Act should be repealed, what do you 
think needs to be done to reduce offensive behaviour at football matches (including, for example, by 
politicians, the police and the wider justice system, clubs, fans and other interested parties)?  

There needs to be information around what is / isn't acceptable. Politicians should open a dialogue 
around legitimately held political views across Scotland rather than label anything that they don't agree 
with as illegal, sectarian, etc. The use of the term sectarian is out-dated- by definition, football, politics, 
religion is 'sectarian'. There needs to be a distinction between this and religious and racial hatred. In 
particular, anti-Irish racism is a long-standing issue in Scotland, often incorporating anti-Catholicism, but 
is swept under the carpet. This is faced by the multi-generational Irish community (ie Irish born and their 
descendants) and has not only been largely ignored, but often institutionalised by the establishment. The 
State institutionalises anti-Catholicism through the Act of Settlement, celebration of 'Guy Fawkes night' 
and- in Scotland- the normalisation of bigoted Orange / Loyalist institution marches (effectively 
sanctioned by the national and local governments in stark contrast to the criminalisation of 'offensive 
behaviour' by football fans). 
 



Q3. Leaving aside the issue of whether sections 1 to 5 of the 2012 Act should be repealed, what do you 
think needs to be done to reduce offensive behaviour at football matches (including, for example, by 
politicians, the police and the wider justice system, clubs, fans and other interested parties)?  

Education is paramount to a more tolerant and understanding society. However, many of the self-serving 
'charities' that obtain the majority of public money to deliver this (eg Nil By Mouth) espouse a '2 sides of 
the same coin' fallacy. Hatred of Catholics and the Irish should not be equated to political demands for a 
united Ireland, however militant in nature. Equally, expressions of 'Britishness' should not be equated to 
any hatred towards Protestants. 
 
The police, and to some extent the justice system, are also seen as institutionally anti-Catholic. One 
measure which could be taken is that public officials such as police, sheriffs and judges be forced to 
declare any membership of the freemasons or similar secret societies. 
 
Whilst I have largely answered above on the basis of the 'sectarian' issue- the reason being that this was 
the prime motivator behind this legislation- there are also measures which can help resolve offensive 
behaviour. All of this includes dialogue with all fan groups, supporters clubs and even 'casuals'- this 
should primarily be with the club. Self policing is the best way to reduce offensive behaviour.  

 

 

Page 11: Threatening communications (the section 6 offence)   

Q4. Which of the following best expresses your view of the proposal to repeal sections 6 to 9 of the 2012 
Act? Please explain the reasons for your response.  

Fully supportive 

Comments: 

Whilst I do believe cyber-bullying and certain communications need some means to deal with the 
individuals involved, often those posting such material (generally youngsters) are completely unaware of 
the effects of what they are doing and certainly in no way intend to carry out any threat, or perceived 
threat. The linking of the 2 separate types of legislation (football / communications) in one Act strikes me 
as bizarre and amateurish. In all honesty, I do not know enough about this aspect of the Act to make a 
particularly informed comment, but the fact it is attached onto possibly the worst piece of legislation in this 
country in living memory leaves me with an entirely negative view, and no faith that it will be implemented 
in a fair, transparent and intended manner. 

 

Q5. Leaving aside the issue of whether sections 6 to 9 of the 2012 Act should be repealed, what do you 
think is the most appropriate way of tackling threatening communications while upholding freedom of 
expression (for example, use of other legislation)?  

I do not know what legislation exists, but I presume making a genuine threat was already a crime, 
however it was delivered. Once again, education is key- tolerance and respect should be a fundamental 
part of all the nation's upbringing, experience and identity. The state / society pitting people against each 
other under the capitalist system does not lend itself to that.  

 

 

Page 13: Strict Liability   



Q6. Would you support measures to penalise football clubs for offensive behaviour by their fans? If so, 
should it be necessary to show that the club was at fault (for example, by failing to take reasonable steps 
to control fans' behaviour) - or should "strict liability" be applied?  

Unsure 

Comments: 

I do not believe in 'strict liability' for 'offensive behaviour' because defining what is offensive is too 
subjective, particularly in the football context, and even moreso with the political influence re what is 
deemed acceptable in polite society. However, I am less certain in respect of where fans behaviour is 
criminal (in the sense of a genuine crime- by a group of fans rather than a rogue individual- not a crime 
made up by ludicrous legislation such as this!). If done properly, it would encourage self policing- however 
it would have to be very clear and definitive that the behaviour constituted something completely 
unacceptable, and pinpointing this would often prove difficult. 
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Q7. What transitional arrangements do you think would need to be included in a Bill to repeal the 2012 
Act? (Possible options are set out in the consultation paper at page 24)  

I have not read the consultation paper. However, I do not believe any transitional arrangements need to 
be included. The law should be scrapped in it's entirety, and anything that has come or is in process as a 
result of it should be nul and void.  
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Q8. Taking account of both costs and potential savings, what financial impact would you expect the 
proposed Bill to have? Please provide any comments.  

Some reduction in cost 

Comments: 

extra layer of legislation, bureaucracy, policing, judiciary, all removed. Interest in attending football would 
increase due to decriminalisation of fans and a better atmosphere, thereby generating additional tax 
income. Police and judiciary resource could be put to better use, again with financial benefits. 

 

Page 16: Equalities   

Q9. What overall impact is the Bill likely to have on the following protected groups (under the Equality Act 
2010): race, disability, gender (including transgender), age, religion and belief, sexual orientation, marriage 
and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity?  

Slightly positive  

 



Q10. In what ways could any negative impact of the Bill on any of these protected groups be minimised or 
avoided?  

I cannot think of any negative impact of this Bill.  
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Q11. Have you any other comments to make on the proposed Bill or on the matters raised in the 
consultation document?  

I would hope that this is not politically opportunist- it must not be an attempt to repeal this Act and then 
replace it with anything remotely similar. Sufficient laws already exist to deal with the behaviours alleged 
to be targeted by the Act. I would be very disappointed if the proposer of the bill, his or the other parties 
that support it attempted to replace it with a replacement.  

 

 

Q12. Do you have any direct experience of the Act in practice that you would like to share?  

No  
 

 


